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Registration '80:. Lines Disappear,
Scheduling Problems Remain
It would have been interesting
to see what Mr. Jonas, who i~
aClia!t res.isuar wOuld Jta..,:e,.<)..say._~..., ......-.;;~
about it, but unfortunately, he













011': teary-eyed freshman had
[he folll)wing words ;o say HI g ....n:
q lid; reg ist er ing on one of I he last
days. By the time I got int o t he
r oorn nOI o nlv were classes
dosed, but whole depart ment
were (lo"cd.·· A senior, who has
been t hr oug h t hi- :--0 many limes
before, "aid, "The rcais: rat ion
, -
it sel f was not i hat bad, but late
registrat ion was a -bad
dream. And ldread what those
clcx at or" are going t o be like
when I his new schedule starts."
The general consensus among
most of those asked was that
registration had alot of problems
10 II, bUI certainly, not as
monstrous as last term's.
described by some as the worst
registrar ion in Baruch's history.
President for Academic Affairs,
was surprised by the rally,
"because what was being
requested had already been
agreed to. at a meeting held in
December between the D.S.S.G.
and President Segall." The
cont, on p. 5 col. I
"student apathy" for a lack' of
interest, contending that
"students are not only largely
'me' oriented, but also unaware
of the-connection between student
g over nmen t and t he ad-
ministration. "
Dr. Philip E. Austin, Vice-
runners, s!udenrs could also
expect to see Vice President Green
and t he new regis: rar Pi nhas
Freidcnberg. bot h were t)11 hand
to help any st udcm s wit l:
problems.
However, one should nOI gel
the idea that the whole picture
was a rosy one. for it ccr t ainly
wasn 't . A promised list of Open
classes by lime. was not available
10 replace the closed ones. The
number of conflicts were greater
than last year's. One student, who
refused to be named, said
··Courses were not spread out
- evenly. There were lOO many
~~s:~lrCt~e morning<and not
'enough offered in rheafternoon.·
·.'Too leads ro roo many conflicts
because once the few afternoon
courses are closed, there's
nothing left." Another student
went on 10 say, "When you have
10 m.x business courses with
liberal arts courses, because of
requirements, you always run into
alot of conflicts. alot of splits."
Students Rally Against
New Schedule
office always on hand to help
anybody' with a problem. Quire
often, one could look into the
registration room, and find more
runners, than t here were
registering students. Aside from
by Mike Flamgan
On Thursday Lanuaryc.Srd..va..
rally organized by the Day
Session Student Governmenu
(D.S.S.G.) was held at the 24th
Street building to protest the
proposed changes in class
scheduling which became ef-
fective this semester. There were
only about 200 students present at
[he demonstration, while at the
23rd Street auditorium a '"dating
game" played to a full house.
D.S.S.G. President Larry
Jacobs who did not attend the
rally said, "I felt that the rally
being hastily organized would not
achieve anything and I refused to
be a part of it; I refused to be
manipulated like a puppet ."
Executive Vice-President Rotten
Hernandez holds a different view:
"In the past student governments
have been bought out by the
administration and as a result
students no longer have enough
confidence in student govern-
ment." He further blamed
Lines dissapear at registration
had already dos-ed. The
remaining weeks, there were 4
televisions set up to help the pre-
registrants.
Sheets of paper with the closed
courses on them also proved to be
a great help 10 the students as
updated versions- were handed out
a few times daily. There were also
many helpers from the registrar's
min. classes were given on
\1,\\',F,and the sliced 100 min.
classes on T.Th. When the two
types of classes mix, i he start of
the 50 min. classes were only 15
min. away from the start of the
100 min. classes. One student felt
"when the 2 types of classes mix,
the elevators are at their worst
because everybody is coming or
going to a.' class. The varied
startiing times of classes, just
shift the times whenelevators are
overcrowded.' ,
The fact that all. the evevators
~ ._.'
have not been in service during
peak periods, has heightened the
problem. In the 23rd St. building
as many as 2 elevators have not
Cont. on p. 4, co! 4
Elevator Madness
Strikes Baruch
Although the Spri ng 1980
registration process was vastly
improved, the problem of
overcrowded elevators has grown
tremendously. Students have had
to wait as much as 10-15 minutes
for a packed elevator, causing
excessive lateness to classes,
In Nov. 1979, when the
standardized scheduling of classes
was introduced, one of the
positive factors suggested was the
alleviarion ~f overcrowded
elevators. V. P. David Green felt
"by staggering the hours classes
begin and end" you would.relieve
this problem.
When the actual schedules were
published, the majority of 50
by Bill dudley
Many students at Baruch have
come to the conclusion, and
rightly so, that the spring 1980
Registration could be described as
being run much more smoothly,
as compared to last term's
registration. Certain im-
provements were enforced by the
registrar's office to try to make
registration a little easier and less
of a headache.
All one had to do was walk into
the 24th Street building and they
could immediately notice the
changes, made. The most im-
portant improvement was the
blessing of small lines. Many
students, including rfiis reporter,
were able to gee. inro . the".
. registration room as much as 90
minutes before their designated
appointment time. One reason for
the short lines could be that there
were more hours in which [0
register because the registration
room was open, for 5 extra days.
During the first week of
registration there were 5 cable
televisions set up in strategic
places along the waiting lines to
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ADDRESS AND STUFF EN-
VELOPES at home. $800 per
month 'posslble~--Offei-'Details, .
send $1.00 (refundable) to: Triple
'S', 869- Juiper, Pinon Hills, CA
92372~, ". - ',I _,~ ,~I'_'_:,,'
by student votes, this award is of
high pretigious value. It reflects
the sentiment, opinion and (he
high respect that the students hold
for the winner of this award.
Therefore, it is of no surprise that
the teacher in the Accounting
department since 1970, Prof.
Schnur, was bestowed with such
honor.
Having been his student
myself, I know the respect, time
and care which he grants his
students. He is indeed one of
those rare teachers with whom the
student can relate.
Last and certainly the least, the
student element of the college has
'once'a~in'proved its disunity and
.Iack -of-organizarion .
This' year's student govern-
.....
rnent, which was hoped to have
been the most productive since the
recent past due to the absence of
parry alignments (as many in-
dependents were elected to the
government council), has actually
proved to be the least productive.
Since I have been in this
college, never have I seen' a
st udent government so bogged
down in their own 'debates and red
tape. Thus far, they have prac-
tically failed in every venture. The
fault in the government begins at
the top level and spreads all the
way down to the council.. One
case in point is the Appeals
Commmittee's handling of, the
appeals money for the clubs. The
Committee held hearings with
clubs back- in November 1979 ,
however to this date the clubs still
await to plan their activities as no
result or resolution has been
announced l;>y t he Appeals
Committee.
With this usually routine
matter still hanging over the
council, it is doubtful whether,
any other pressing issues will even
be considered by the council. The
only hope for the students, I
suppose, lies in the fact that new
elections will be upcoming soon'
this semester.
Govil






For a change in this column, I
must give congratulations where
they are indeed due. Of the three
elements that make up the college
<administration, faculty and the
student body), my
congratulations lie in two of
them.
First congrat ularions goes to
the administration for pulling off
the fi rst miracle of 1980-
"::r-egi-~J~"&~6n,!", I\l~t:eE 'tIl r. toe.
pundits who had predicted doom
.-, for spring-regisrrariorrhaee-beerr
rebuffed. Surprisingly, t he ad-
ministration, including 'the
registrar. Peter Jonas, executed
the job well and should therefore
accordinalv be conararulated- - - .
Although, the students' who
s: ill got closed out of courses and
sections will disagree with me
vehemently but nonetheless the
overall reaction was satisfying.
For the firs time all the
equipment s , gadgets and special
techniques ,that were always
talked about but never used, were
actually utilized. The excuse
previously given for the non-
utilization of these techniques was
the lack of money. Thus, one
must wonder- which treasure chest
the a drn ini st rar ion suddenly
st ruck upon to be able to afford
the new services.
Might it be that after proposing
a class schedule which was heavily
criticized and which made (he
thought of spring registration
even gloomier, to save their faces,
the lOP administrators pulled the
extra monies from various funds
such as perhaps the Alumni
Association to facilitate the
process of registration? By doing
so, the st raregy very cleverly
supresses the heavy criticism of
the class schedules, without
having to answer to t he basic
faults in the scheduling.
Nonetheless, for its efforts, the
administration must be praised.
Second congratulations is in the
faculty element which goes to
Professor Herbert Schnur for
winning the Faculty Service
Award. Since the winner is chosen
"" .. '
Selection of" Recipients:'
Candidates for this award are
solicited from the Department of
Public Administsarion and other
appropriate departments.
Award: The award is given to
one or more srudents per year.
7. Robert C. \\'eaver Incentive
Scholarship: An annual award to
an outstanding senior who plans
to enter government service, Tor
study in a graduate program.
Selection of Recipients:
Candidates for this award are
solicited from the Department of
Economics, Statistics, Political
Science, and Public Ad-
ministration.
Award: One $500 award.
8. Irving Weinstein Trust Fund
Scholarship: Awarded annually
to one or more worthy un-
dergraduates or graduates
majoring in Accounting,
Taxation, or Business Ad-
ministration.
Selection of Recipients:
Candidates for this award are
solicited from the Department of
Accounting and other appropriate
departments.
Award: The award is given to.
one or more students per year.
9. Samuel and Irving Weinstein
Scholarship Fund: At least one
scholarship, given annually to a
needy and worthy undergraduate
or graduate student majoring in
Account ing or Taxation - at "




Candidates for this award are
solicited from the Depart ment of
Accounting.
Award: The award is given to
one.or more st udern s per year.
- .,r ; .. ~ •
24th St. Building
school deans and department
chairmen.
Award: Four awards of at least
$400 each..
3. Class of '49 Scholarship
Fund: An award to a graduating
senior who plans to do graduate
work at an accredited college or
university.
Selection of Recipients:
Candidates for the award are
selected on t he basis 0 f
scholarship and extracurricular
activities. Financial need and
letters of recommendation may
also be considered.
A~Jlrd: One annual $100
award.
4. Dean of Students Grant and
Loan Fund Scholarship: An
award given to a student during
his/her junior year.
Selection of Recipients:
Candidates for this award are
selected on the basis of academic
achievement and relative need.
Award: One $300 award.
5. New York Bank for Savings
Scholarship: Annual cash awards,
aggregating $1200 in all, to one or
more deserving undergraduates
majoring in Banking and
Finance.
Selection 'of Recipients: "
Candidates for t his award are
solicited from the Economics
Department.
Award: The award may be
made to one or more students ..
6. The David Picker Award:
one or more scholarships given
annually to deserving un-
dergraduate and; or graduate
students, who are pursing studies
at Baruch College in the field of
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Interested students should make
application in ,writing to the
Committee. Applications are
available in the Dean of Students
Office, 360 Park Avenue South,
Room 1702.
I. Baruch College Alumni
Association Scholarships. Several
annual scholarships of not more
than $400 each to graduating
seniors at Baruch College who
plan to do graduate work at an
accredited college or university.
Selection of Recipients.
Candidates for these awards are
selected on the basis of their
academic achievement, ex-
t racurricular .act ivi ties and
relative need. There are no
restrictions as to the major course
that the student is pursuing.
Award. Six awards of $400
each.
2. Becker Family Scholarships:
Four annual scholarships. Three
to full-time undergraduate
juniors, one from each ot he
schools (Business and Public,
Administration; Liberal Arts and
Sciences; and, Education), who
have completed at least 24 credits
at Baruch College. The fourth
award is to a full-time graduate
student in the School of Business
and Public Administration who
has completed at least 2..+ credit"
of graduate work.
'Selection of· "Recipients: The
primary criterion for these awards
is aeadem ic excellence. In
situations where this 'cannot be
the sole determining factor, the
Committee may request materials
pertaining to financial need and
letters of recommendation from
teaching facultv. Candidate" are_. '
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Peter Jonas. Director of Administrator Services
. 'could only guarantee her one of the administration. if they
year as - Director and a recom- want me to string banners across
mendation in her personal files 23rd St ,; I'm going to string
. for reappointment for at least one banners."
more year. ,. Mr. Jonas went so far as to
Before deciding she went to hold "rehearsals" rpior to
new president Joel Segall. He meetings with top administrators
responded that he was a new man where Jonas played the role of the
and wanted a change. He claimed administrator and speaking
to have spoken to people and had assignments were given out.
no doubts about Mrs. Pappy's Once, when Mrs. Pappy men-
ability. He said "her problems tioned a point in a meeting that
did not seem like problems or wasn't rehearsed, Mr. Jonas
injustice to him." responded in rage.
She realized that it was "at Mrs~Pappy felt -that everything
best, a shaky situation" and' was so censored and edited that
became Director again. She took you couldn't operate. '" A letter to
her staff of three assistant prsopective students .iook three
registrars with her who lost months to write after constant
vacation rime and the opportunity drafts, re-drafts, and editing. n
to achieve tenure.' Of the -three, The final straw finally came in
Mrs: Daphne.Faulkner, a black August. 1979. Mrs., -Pappy's
woman, was closest to tenure. resignation was requested-by Mr.
At this point, Mrs. Pappy was Jonas in' exchange for his okay on
"beginning to realize something a t wo week vacation. The
was going on." She wenr to the vacation had been planeed April,
union for possible grievance on 1979. and paid for in May. Mr.
the grounds that "they were Jonas had been told this•. but
crying [0 avoid giving her refused [0 okay it because
tenure." She "never thought "administration might get mad if
much about tenure but was I let Mrs. Pappy go during
concerned with doing a good registration." Although he in-
job." dicaied he might change his mind
Interestingly, one of the people if she needled. His final answer
she discussed her situation with was no.
was Peter Jonas. then Associate Mrs. Pappy took her case to
Registrar at City College and a V.P. Green, while Mr. Jonas sent
union representative. letters to him and personnel
In 1978. Peter Jonas was outlining the duties of Director of
appointed Director of Ad- "Admissions. This was the first
min ist rat ive Affairs Services indication Mrs. Pappy had of
under Vice-president for Ad- what he (Jonas) expected of the
rninistrative Affairs, Dr. David Director of Admissions. Dr.
Green. Mr. Jonas was responsible Green refused to overrule Jonas.
for Admissions, the Registrar and Mr. Jonas then offered' Mrs.
(he Computer Center, though his Pappy the one condition for his
expertise was in (he Registrar's approval of the vacation. her
office. resignation after she worked
Mrs. Pappy was "never told registration. handed in before she
that Admissions was under Dr. left for vacation. Mrs. Pappy
Green." She "found out in the decided to retire.
Baruch Today t hat it was also A final point should be added.
under Mr. Jonas as well. There was to be new position of
Under the new structure she Coordinator of Recruitment in
had to report to Mr. Jonas. She the Admissions Office. Tis person
"began to notice things that made was to report directly to Mr.
her suspect." "Everything had to Jonas, by-passing Mrs. Pappy.
go through Jonas and Green to Though Gus Quinones was the
edit." There was not any direct . top recruiter, he was not con-
communication-upstairs. sidered for the position. A Ms.
Soon she says, "Jonas became Patty Hassett, Director of Ad-
of everything, even things which missions at City College and
he did not fully understnad. H
Once in a meeting Mr. Jonas told




the job interview. The written
materials consist of:
1. Resume: This is the most
important of the written
'materials. It is of extreme
importance that one has a
well-written. neat resume
because it shall show and
re'flect his good qualities and
confident, not over-confident,
attitudes toward the job.
2. Letter of Applicati~n:
This letter is the polite and
formal way of inquiring about
an open position offered by
the firm. It is also a summary
of the resume in letter form.
3. Personal Data Sheet: This
sheet gives additional detailed
~ .., '.co'!!..,~~R~.1 col...J ." "
Reglstra.r would not recommena-
it because "shedidn't know her
work" even though she was




At the same time Baruch had
lost its administrative vice-
president. Dr. Sidney Lertzrnan,
Vice-president for Academic
Affairs assumed both roles.
Immediately he instituted a re-
structure of the department. He
pulled Admissions out. of the
Registrar's office. Mrs. Pappy
w'~ given the choice of going to
Admissions on a non-tenured line
or remaining as an associate
registrar under. the Acting
Registrar,
The problem was, her tenure
was not 'guaranteed and doubtful
without the Registrar's recom-
rnendat ion. The adm issions
position..... was one of appointment
and not secure. If she stayed an
associate registrar, the Registrar
- told her. "there was nothing for
her to do." If she took the
director's job her reappointment
might be denied. Dr. Lertzman
told her "that's the chance you
take." The choices were given to
her on a Friday and the answer
was needed the following
Tuesday.
To sweeten the pot. Lertzman
interests. They must investigate
careers" and compare job
requirements with his or her
abilit ies and quali ficat ions, and
organize means to achieve his
goals. This is very important
because one has to find a job in
which he or she is interested and
confident in handling and is,
qualified for. Then. the student
should find. out about the firm,
before going on the interview.
The second factor is the
concrete factor. This is the pan in
which job candidates write to tell
about themselves, their
background, interests, and
qualifications. This is presented
to the personnel' manager, or
whoever is the jnterviewer•.during : _
Progressive Prospectives:
Director of Admissions.Forced Out
~~~""'!I~~--""'~~~-
, ry-wasMrs:-Pappy, as
Dr. Smith puts it, "unjustly
treated and forced out?" A look
at certain events during her tenure,
may uncover the answer. '
Upon assuming the director's
position, Mrs. Pappy was sub-
jected to administrative structure
changes. Direct access to the
College President ., was ·.t off.
The Office of Admissions was put
under the Vice- President . for
Administrative Affairs. It was
also shifted to the Registrar's
Office and Mrs. Pappy became an
Associate Registrar in charge of
admissions.
The key factors in the struct ure
change were th~ communicat ion
lines and the shift of Mrs: Pappy
from a non-tenured line (higher
education series) to a tenured line
(associate registrar). Tenure
means that permanent staff status
has been achieved.
A half a year prior to Mrs.
Pappy's consideration for tenure.
the Registrar left. The person
chosen for Acting Registrar was
an associate registrar, who Mrs.
Pappy describes as "not totally
knowledgeable about ad-
missions." Mrs. -Pappy nor the
other associate registrar. Mrs.
Audrey Collis were consulted
about the appointment. Both
women are black.
The next year' when re-
appointment was due, the Acting
Placement,Office:
,'. . '.. .-.,".
Jobs Available
"'2,;£ !Ibv Helen Chan
Finding a job is perhaps the
most important thing st udems do
after t hey are graduated from
college. The job seeker will have
[0 do a lot of researching on the
jobs he or she applies for. in
addition to going through the
many processes of job ap-
plicario n. But where does he go to
whne he doesn't know how and
where to start? The place to go to
in this situation is the Career
Planning and Job Placement
Office.
The Career Planning .and Job
Placement Office, which has been
in operation as long as there has
been a Baruch College, is headed
by Dr. Roy R. Senour, Jr. This
office finds full-time and part-
time jobs (and internships) in
various industries for st uderus
that are relevant to their career
objectives. The Placement office
encourages them to explore the
jobs they like. In addition to
helping-students finding jobs, the
office also gives valuable advice
in successful career planning and
finding and job application.
"Successful career planning
and job application includes two
factors-the human factor and
the concrete factor." stated Dr.
Senour.
First, job candidates must take
care of the human factor.
Prospective . employees must
und-erstand and appraise
themselves, and examine their
.:
Mrs. Adele Pappy is to retire
officially on May 8. 1980' as
Director of Admissions. Actually
she left active service on August
23. 1979. After 25 years at
Baruch. Mrs. Pappy was forced
to resign and subsequently retire.
Her departure was forced by
the arrogance and insensitivity of
the Baruch administration. In
part icular, the attitude and
performance of Peter Jonas
Director. of Administrative
.Services speeded up the result.
The competence or integrity of
Mrs. Pappy was never in
question. As she' recalls.
"everyone gave wonderful raves
about the job" she was doing.
Many of her colleagues arid
students have DL Donald Smith,
chairman of the Black and
Hispanic Faculty Caucus called
her "a woman of great integrity
with tremendous loyally to the
college, and very efficient." Her
rise from secretarial assistant in
1954 to Director of Admissions in





Placement Office: Jobs Available
THE TICKER
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Sandy Jacolow, senior. said
"with all t he problems they've
had with elevators breaking down
in t he past, you would expect, the
administration to do something.
. before they have a serious ac-
cident , "
Wit h the exception of all
elevators being in sue, there seems
10 be no solution to this problem
until Fall 1980. But until then
students best get used to
elevat ors , - . which .have been
compared to "a crowded F train.
and the backup of the Long
Island Expressway" during rush
hour.
Waiting on line for an elevator
.cont. from p. 1
Overcrowded
Elevators
been in use during peak hours,
and in the 360 P .A.S. building,
26th Sr. elevator bank, elevator
-#7 has been out of service on a
few occasions. When Mr.
Zar orsk i. Asst . Director of
Campus Planning. was asked
about this problem, he siad, he
"was unaware." and that it "was
news to him."
Another .problern with the
elevators in the 23rd St. building
IS·' the lack of' inspection --'cer~
tificares , Wit h the constant
overcrowding' (he regular in-
spection of elevators is crucial to
the satety of the Baruch students.
• Personalized, professional resume
• Personalized cover letter
• Quality printing of 100 resumes and 50 cover
letters, plus 50 white-wove envelopes
• Professional guidance to the hidden job market
• Job ~rch, counseling and mueh, much more






Every year thousands of college graduates use Career Blazers' Career
Clinic to open doors, get interviews and obtain offers for the best jobs. Now
it's your turn to take advantage of the NO-RISK $99 INVESTMENT that
gives you everything you need for a protessional, successful job search.
Proveto yourself that putting Career BJazers' 30 years of placementexperi-
ence to work for you is smart, practical and economical. Stop by any .
weekday, 8:30 to 8:30 (Sat. to 5) for a FREE, NO OBLIGATION CON-
SULTATION, or telephone for a firm appointment. CarBerBlazers' Career
Clinic counselors are on salary, so theres no high pressure...just a sincere
desire to help you get your career off to a fast start.
e
~· CAREER BLAZER.S· _1... .,
~ CAREER CLINIC '
500 FIFTH AVE. • NEWYORK 10036 • PHONE: 730-7171 IZI
c 1&79. C....., Blazers c....,. cnnic. Inc.. . -.:or~ ......
, Congratulations!
You've justdiscovered how to
avoid months of frustrating '""
job-hunting with a ~1
$99*investment ~ '-(I
College, Vice Chairperson for
Fiscal Affairs; Henry Hewes of
Hunter College. Vice Chairperson
for Graduate Student Affairs;
Andrea Shapiro of Queens
College. Vice Chairperson for
Senior College; Annie Rodgers of
Bronx Community College. Vice
Chairperson for Community
Colle~es; and Robert Dolphin of
City College. Vice Chairperson
for Evening Student Affairs.
CUNY. the nation's only
metropolitan public university
syst ern and third largest
university, consists of 17 un-
dergraduare vcollege (eight two-
year and nine four-year in-
stiunionsS. a Graduate School
and an affiliated medical school
(Mount Sinai), governed by a 17-
member Board of Trustees. It has
an enrollment of 177.$S5 degree
students. a faculty of 9,000. and a
budget of S500 million a year.
be conduct ing career seminars
t hat will include an on-campus
interview by a recruiter from a
. .
major c o r p o r a t i o n a-, a
demons: rat ion for or her student ~
so that rhey can benefit and learn
from an actual jobinreniew
scene. "The office will also
announce of future seminars,"
says Dr. Senour: .
Students who want to find our
more 'about successful' career
planning, upcoming job offers, or
need help in finding a job should
visit rhe Career Planning and Job
Placement Office in Room 1711
of 360 Park Avenue South.
Important because it gives the
interviewer a good initial
impression of the job ap-
plicant , Tvshirt s and jeans
aren't preferred. The proper
business au ire worn [0 an
interview are suits for men and
dresses, skirrs. or matching
pant-suits for women.
as a delegate to the United States
Student Association. A former
treasurer and mernbe,: of the
Board of Directors of the New
York Public Interest Research
Group. Jnc", he also acted as
University Student Senate Vice
Chai rperson for Leg is lat ive
Affairs. He "is an outstanding
representative of' the "non-
traditional students." having
started college at the age of ~3.
and is believed to be the first
graduate student to lead the
Student Senate si nee u was
created in the late 1960's. He is
unmarried. and lives in Brooklyn.
Other officersof the University
St ude nt Senate elected a t
yesterday's meeting are: Garth
Marchant of City College, Vice
Chai rperson for Leg isl at ive
Affairs; Arthur Williams of
Queens boroug h Community
"outstanding work on behalf of
all students" retires without any
fanfare. Surely there was no
presidential letter informing us of
her departure. In fact her
retirement party was given by
friends, No one from the top level
of administration showed up.
Good luck Mrs. Pappy and
thanks for giving us your time
and energy. And thanks for
helping us to walk with open eyes.
you'll work in an environment
where the EDP task is gigantic
... and where new capabilities
are added as quickly as they are
developed. You'll have the ex-
posure to learn latest
techniques-and you'll grow fast.
Requirements: Associates
degree in Math or Computer
Science or related aptitudes. and
any full degree.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
. ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT
. DATE: FEBRUARY 22.1980
Dr. Senour also mentioned thai
"students mostly apply' for
business positions, although there
may be a mixture of business and
Liberal Arts education ." For
\ example, corporations may seek
. candidates for employment who
hav e the Knowledge of bot h
business skills and literary "kill".
Therefore. st uderu s who major in
Liberal Art s need nor i o worry.







cont. from p. 3
information aoout the job
applicant. It usually includes
necessary information like the
amount of education one has




4. Thank \"OU Letter: This
Jetter is written to the in-
tervieweratrer the interview, It
expresses one's gratitude to the
interviewer for the op-
portunity to meet the in-
terviewer and to learn more
about the position applied for.
whether or not one IS em-
ployed.
5. Appropriate Attire:
Wearing the appropriate outfit
to an interview is also very
Paae 4
former colleague of Mr. Jonas.
was to receive the position.
After Mrs. Pappy's
resignation, Ms. Hassett assumed
the Director's position. A
coordinator of recruitment was
never added. Subsequently. Mr.
Quinones has also resigned.
Isn-t it curious that a person
who has put in 25 years of
New York, January 28-Student
sen.ators representing all 18
regular units of The Cit}
University of New York (CUNY).......
yesterday elected Baruch College
-graduate student Leonard J.
Shine as Chairperson of the
University Student Senate. Mr.
Shine assumes office immediately
and, in his capacity as Chair-
person, will join The City
U-niversity Board of Trustees at
its monthly meeting today as ex-
officio member with full voting
pri vileges.
The 27-year-old Mr. Shine,
whose field is public ad-
ministration, has lone been active
in student and community affairs.
At Hunter College. where he
earned a B.A. in communication
and political science in June 1979,
Mr. Shine served as External
Affairs Commissioner of the Day
Session Student Government and
INSURANCE SERVICES
OFFICE
Begin with one of the nation's
largest EDP operations. Study
complex demands. Analyze
critical problems. Provide timely
and accurate solutions.
Be aD Insurance,lndustry EDP
Expert. Insurance lives by
numbers, the machines that
process them and the people who
'understand both. As a creative
problem solving professional.
cont, from p. 3








When asked what he thought of
this term' s registration, Mr.
Freidenberg stated, "Compared
to what I heard about last Sep-
tember, I think it was a success
but there is need for much irn-
prov erneru. The 36-year-old
Brook lynite, who lives with his
wi fe of 6 years, Helena, and their
3-year-old' daughter Amanda,
says that right now he has to take
each problem and very carefully
exam ine them to see what would
be the best solution. "I do not
profess to have all the answers,"
he said, "and if any srudent feels
that I am doing something wrong,
that they don't like, they are
always welcome in my office. We




stamped envelope to: . DEXTER
ENTERPRISES 3039 Shrine, PI,
LA, CA. 90007.
Hyde Amendment, there have
been many reports of women
dying due to illegal abortions
performed by untrained people.
Because of Judge Dooling's
strong opinion, it will be difficult
for the' Right-to-Life lawyers to
devise an equally strong counter-
argument.
The tactics that the pro-life
movement uses in winning over
people scare me as a woman and a
Jew. Besides seeing me as a
genocidal maniac be_nl. on
desrroying j ne- moral-fiber of this
country. the "baby-killer"
rhetoric' sounds c. uncomfortably
like the "Christ-killer" rheory
that has been used against Jews
for cent uries.
"The New Right" Movement
also scares me because of the
effects of its goals on women's
li\ es. Not only would they like to
pass a "Right-to-Life" Amend-
ment at the Constitutional'
Convention which coudl destroy
the Bill of Rights, but they are
hem on outlawing such "im-
moral" ideas as divorce, sex
educai ion and birth-com rol.
These are rights that have been
hard-won over the past two
decades bv the Women's
\10\ em en t • Their one-issue
\ ot ing tactics are being used as a
polit ical weapon against senators
and congresspersons who have
previously pro-abort ion.
With the Right-to-Life political
machine placing such strong
pressure on politicians, abortion
Il)ilY become a major issue in the
coming election. I hope people
who believe that the right to
control over one's own body is
important to vote for politicians
who openly support aboririon,
sex education, birth control and
other revolutionary ideas in the
coming elections.
HELP WANTED: ADDRESS
ANO STUFF Envelopes at home.
Any age or location. $800 per
month possible. See ad under
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIJ;:S.
Triple'S' ,
(1973), which gave women the
right to a safe and legal abortion.
It also violated the equal
protection clause of the Fifth
Amendment by denying Medicaid
funding for abortion while
providing it for most other
surgical procedures.
But the most revolutionary pan
of Judge Dooling's ruling was the
section on the rights of freedom
of conscience guaranteed by the
First Amendment. He
acknowledged the force behind
,t he Right-to-Life movement was
the Catholic Church and thus the
Hyde. :Al11endrnenr imposed " 'a
"rheological viewpoint ' which
"'iot-ates dissenter's' rights.
Rhonda Copelon of the Center
for Constitutional Rights and a
key attorney for t he plaintiffs
said, "The recognition of
abort ion as a decision of con-
science entitles it to the highest
protection. 1t finally recognizes
that women must have the right to
conscientiously object to forced
c h i ld-bear i ng . The decision
recognizes that abort io n is
c-sent ial ro our right to life-or as
the judge puts it-to our right to
be. By quoting conflicting Jewish
and Christian t hco lo e i an s '
opinions on abortion adn the
question of fetal personhood, the
judge's opinion systematically
disarmed the pro-life movement's
contentions that their opinions
were based on moral and religious
reachinas.
Jud ae Doo linz s a ve the- - -
zovernment 30 davs to appeal his- .
decision. The attorneys for the
plaintiffs . believe that the
government will try to get the
Supreme Court to stop the
restoration of funds unt il it
decides an appeal. However, the
decision is still a big step forward
for women in low-income






Baruch College has just University of Tel Aviv. where
received a new registrar. His students from the U.S. and
name is Pinhas Freidenberg , and Canada were sent annually. He
he has taken over the office.as of stayed at the foundation until
Feb. 1st, after former registrar 1973, when he then went on to
Jerry Berrol resinged late last year become the associate registrar at
to take a position at City Brooklyn College. In 1978, he left
University. Even though Mr. .r-h is job at Brooklyn College to
Freidenberg, is new at Baruch. he become Registrar at Long Island
is certainly very familiar with the University. Pie held this job until
aspects of the registrar's job. just recenhy~ when he took over
Wh i le : at t endi nz Yeshiva at Baruch.. ~
University, he acted as a student One may wonder, just what are
worker for S 1.35 per hour in the t he functions of being Registrar at
reaisrrars office. He remained as Baruch College, His function i~
~
assist am registrar until 1970. He mainly to act as a keeper of
went on to become t he ad- records. Anything t hat relates to a
rninistrator of Student Program- record, from a student '« firs!
in Israel for the American Zionixt rcgistrauon to his graduation i,,,
Youth Foundation. His pur po-c kept on file in the registrar's
there was to be a type of liaison office. The office ,.... also in charge




On January 15, Federal district
court judge John F. Dooling. Jr.
ruled the- Hyde Amendment,
which denied Medicaid funding
for abortion,' unconsi it ut ional.
This landmark decision in fav or
of .Iow-income women zoes into-- - ..... .'. - -. ~- ~ - ..
effect February 15. The Court
held ,that exdudingabonions
from. the otherwise com-
prehensive Medicaid program
violated First Amendment r igh t x
of freedom of conscience and
Fifth Amendment r ight s of
pr ivacv, due process and equal
protect ion.
-Under the Hyde Amendment. a
woman could obtain an abort ion
only if the pregnancy endangered
the life of the mother or was the
result of rape or incest. Ju~g.e
Dooling ruled that since It ;"
rarely possi ble i o i ell if a
pregnancy I" potentially Iife-
threatening. especially in the first
,few month ... of .pregnancy the
Amendmcruxvtandards were so
vague as tl)' violate the Our
Process clause of the Fi ft h
Amendment. In the case of rape
and incest. the Amendment
required prompt reponing (60
days) t o the police 'or public
health services. Because incest
tends to happen" in secret and
carries an embarrassins social
st igrna, this provision is virtually
meaningless.
In addition, the Hyde
Amendment violated a woman's
right to privacy which was the
basis of the case Roe v, Wade
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/y-
ear ~ round. Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, Etc. All· Fields,
$50~$1 ,200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info-
Write: IJC, Box 52-NC Corona
Del Mar, Ca. 92625.--------_..... ..-_-------....--------~.
decisions that directly affect their
welfare." ---------------
Dr. Austin opines: "charges
that the administration dues not
care for students are inaccurate."
He points to President Segall's
"open door' policy, "which'
makes him constantly available to
s t u de nt s c'" This is f ur t fier- ' .
.t'ypi~t:d, he said" " by, _5t uderu
represeritarion on" the . search
committee appointed to locate a
new Dean of Students; there are
four students on this nine member
committee."
Presently, the main grouse of"
st uderus as echoed by Julio
Gomez. Vice-President of
P.R.I.D.E., is "the inability to
obtain steady part-time hours.,
There is a problem of botaining
classes required for a major
program that' conveniently fits in
wit h job hou rs. ,. ,. The ... -----..-------------.....,,...-- .,
D.S.S.G," says Vice-President
Hernandez, "plans to carry ~ut
an independent poll during .this
semester to obtain the feeling of
students regarding this change,
although it is willing at this time











request was for the selling up of
an evaluation committee to carry
out an examination of the effects
of the new schedule. It was agreed
then that the eleven man com-
mittee would be headed by Dr.
Austin and would consist of four
student representatives and seven
faculty members. Dr. Austin went
" ' ',' ., ;
on to _say rhaj, "there .wasino
mention of any' form of, protest'
action at that meeting."
D . S . S . G . 'v ice - P re s id en t
Hernandez saw the main purpose
of the rally as "bringing to the
attention of t he administration.
the need ot consult student
. government on certain matters."
He further commented that the
absence of President Jacobs,
"although unfortunate was
understandable, as he had never
felt as strongly about the issue as
he ahd earlier professed." This
st udent rally "had as its most
important gain." in the words of
Hernandez. "the fact that
President Segall and the ad-
ministration were, made aware
that a formidable student body
exists which must be consulted in
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A TRmUTE TO MALCOLM X .
..
Presented By:
The Black-Hispanic Coalition, .
The Black Studies Department, and
The Day Student Government.
Thursday, February 21,.1980
Exhibit of Black-Hispanic Leaders
'-Student Center 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m,
Film- ... Malcolm .XSpeaks
~ -. ---- - -....... -." ~ .~ , -,' ~
4 North 23rd Street Building
12:00 (Club Honors)
Friday, February 22, 1980
Film "·Tribute To Malcolm X"
(Auditorium) 3:00 p.m, .
I
. J'--
- . -• 4. _ _
Friday,-February 15t11,1910
7" •.-. ~' =- .: j .'7.~'
/ , T~,TICXER




.A Tribute To Malcolm X ..
-.
Friday, February 22, 1980
Program: "A Tribute To Malcolm X"
(Auditorium) 6:00 p.m-. 8:00 p.m,
• w" -,"
~ . <': ... .' ~··Gi.iest:' ... ~" .. ~. _"' .. __ ~ "
Dr. Betty Shabazz- Wife of Malcolm X
Mr. David· Lampel . .. .
.-
Director of WBLS News
The Inspirational V oices of Gospel
Ms. Lauretta Bron- Cross
-,
, '
----~uthor .of "Songs to a Manchild"
I
Reception .. Student Center
-'
. 8:00 p.m. 1010:00 p.m,
A .
, ' ,
.~ .. ;:.. -.~:.~.~
Friday, February 15th, 19U.'r·
~ ..
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~uestiDn: ·Whed. is ;ovtrcrowded, vnc.OfY'f()rtabfe, .sIowtr tht,fn Q.
S/~i" $Mil. on4~ br 011~ s.tuJents?
Answer Baruc~'s el(tJt1tor..s. (You~ dO$! ityou !G°,d 1l!gi5trat ;on.)
Editorial
Administration Must Not Rest On Its Laurels
Despite a heavy cloud of doubt hanging over registration,
one must consider it a success, compared to previous failures.
But by no means was it perfect. Administration must not
relax, assuming that the majority of problems have been solv-
ed.
To the dismay of many students. and faculty members the
new standardized scheduling has created additional problems.
The number of conflicts has increased over last year. as late
registration was a disaster. The standardized schedule has
also caused the overcrowding of' elevators to· reach
catastrophic proportions. Students have had to wait at least
10 minutes or more for an elevator. .
When Vice President Green introduced the new schedule in
Nov., he felt elevator overcrowding would be alleviated. and
conflicts reduced. Both of these projections have been far off
base. Administration added 5 extra days to registration to .
avoid overcrowding, which has given the majority of people a
false sense ofsecurity.
It is time for administration to hire an outside consultant to
maximize the use of college space. when planing fut ure
schedules. When President Segall and the Office of Campus
. Planning- decide to occupy the Court House. their priority
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DEEPAK PURl, PRESIDENT
INDIA IN NEW YORK
ASSOCIATION
they were unsuccessful in their
- efforts. It is very sad indeed to
know that a college like Baruch
does not have any flag poles or
maybe they do have them but they
didn't want to lend it to any
student organization. I sincerely
hope that we are more successful
in. getting the cooperation of
Baruch College Administration
and srudent body in the future for
any at her major events we have.
A concerned st udent
Consul General of India. Mr. K.
C. Shrihivasah the presence of an
Indian flag and an American flag
was essential. The Association
was supplying both flags but we
needed two flag poles.
Ms. Phyllis Freeman, Assistant
Director of Campus Planning.
directed me to Music Dept. for
flag poles. When one of the
members of the Association
contacted the Music Dept. we
wer-e told to go through the
student activities office. The
student activities office (especially
Ms. Debra Bick) tried their best to
provide us with the flag poles but
No Flags at Baruch
SENIORS!
Are you graduating in January, June or August, 1980?
If you plan to attend BARUCH 'COLLEGE'S COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES ON JUNE 9, 1980, you must order your cap and gown
by February 21. 1980
If you do not receive your order form in the mail contact:
To the Editor:
I was shocked and outraged at
the inefficiency and lack of
cooperation that I received as a
member of an Association of
Baruch College. Many students
are aware of the fact that India in
New York Association had an
event entitled "Discover India
Day" on Thursday. Dec. 20.
1979, in Roorn 114, 24th Street
Bldg. 'from 12 to 5. The event
included guest speakers including
few of the Baruch faculty
members. Furthermore. since the
aura of the occasion was formal




























The Ticker is published bi-weekly each Friday by the students
of Baruch College. The Friday prior to publication is the
deadline for campus calendar items. unclassified ads, and
letters to the editor. All communications must be typed and
signed. Address to: The Ticker. Box 377, 137 E. 22nd s..,
New York, N.Y. 10010. Telephone: 725-7620. Office H.ours:
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
"OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
- -BARUCH COLLEGE STUDENT CENTER/ROOM 104
137 EAST 22ND STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10010
or call: 725.-3057
Vs.State Comptroller Regan








I write in response to a letter by
Professor Aaron Levenstein
which appeared in the January 3
issue of .The Ticker. Professor
Levenstein in his letter had
characterized a recent audit by my
office as a "Republ ican-
sponsored attack on the City
University 'and on Baruch College
in particular." This statement is
irrational.
My predecessor Arthur Levitt.
a Democrat. initiated the audit in
question and the fieldwork was
largely completed prior to my
taking office last January. The
study-entitled "Report on the
Faculty Status Accorded to
Nonteachers and Other Personnel
Matters at the City Universi ty of
New York "-was conducted as
pan of the normal review of
management issues affecting
State and City agencies. Besides:"
Baruch College, the audit also
encompassed City College and
Bronx Community College. and
was follow-up to an earlier -Eeview
of related matters at Brooklyn
College.
The professional staff within
the Office of the. State Comp-
tr-oller has a well-established
reputation for non-partisanship'
and objectivity in its work. I
firmly support that tradition and
intend 'to see that it will be
preserved. My own record of 15
years in public life derrronstrates
that such a commitment is highly
credible,
As to Professor Levenstein's
comments on the substance of the
audit findings, the questions he
raises have been fully explored
wit h college officials as pan of
the professional audit process.
His presentation of the facts is






I genuinely regret that Comp-
troller Regan, having taken the
'trouble to write to Ticker about
my letter. has not troubled to say
anything substantive. Instead, he
relies on invective. calling my
statements "irrational. "
His "response," as he terrnsit ,
addresses none of the specific
issues I rasied-for example,
inaccurate' allegations about
named faculty members which
ahdalready been disproved by the
College's records at the time the
audit was released; the assertion
that personnel at Baruch had been
improperly classified when. the
auditors knew, or should have
known, that the classifications are
mandated by our collective
bargaining contract and con-
stitute general practise in higher
education. Mr. Regan answers the·
contentions in the detailed
statement by President Irwin
Polishook of the Professional
Staff Congress and in my letter by
simply declaring that these
questions " have been 'fully ex-
plorecf with college officials as
part of the professional audit
process." Nothing more!
Finally. it should be said that
the attempt to pass the buck to his
predecessor, Arthur Levitt,
doesn't come' off. The audit
surfaced in April when Mr. Regan
was already in office, after we
had offered our data to his
. /
people. nevertheless. he released
the audit to the pressin August
and enjoyed a headline in the New
York Times by taking credit for
exposing alleged improprieties in
CUNY. In a bona fide audit, our
contentions e, would at least have
been mentioned. Such, at any
rate, is the procedure that the
logic of an impartial audit. would
require.








You won't find many companies that offer you more career opportunities
than Prudential. Or better ones. Prudential employs thousands and thousands
of people. Many are involved in sales careers, of course. While others function
in research, accounting, auditing, computer technology and systems, actuarial
sciences, underwriting, claims evalua-
tion, business administration and invest-
rnents. And that's just a partial list.
At Prudential, no matter which
career path you choose, you'll
have an unequalled opportunity to
advance, without jumping from
company to company to expand
and develop to your full potential.
We want you to be successful,
because our success as a company
is built on the success of our people.
If you'd like to be one of us, talk to
your college placement officer about
Prudential. Take a look at our career
booklet called "We Need 'rou" And
sign up to see our interviewer
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STUDENT CENTER PROGRAM BOARD
MOVIE LIST
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R~chard Pr~or - Live
In Concert.




Return of the Dragon
MidniSht. Express
Frenzw


















Richard Prwor - Live
In Concert.




Ret.urn of the Drason
Hidni!Jht. Express
Frenzy
Ni.•ht of the Livin~ Dead
The Deer Hunter
Clockwork Oran.e






ALL FILMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE OF TIME DATE OR LOCATION, OR CANCELLATION
All Films To Be Shown On Thursdaws Will Be Shown In The
Oak Lounse O~ The Student Center (2nd floor) at. 5:30 PH.
All Films To Be Shown On Frida~s Will Be Shown In Roo. 114
Of The 24th Street Buildins At 1:00 And A~ain At 3:00 PH
* Also To Be Shown Durins Club Hours In 4 Nort.h Of The 23rd' Street BIds.
** Also To Be Be Shown DurinS Club Hours In 4 South O~ The 23rd Street BIds.
+ This Movie Will Onl~ Be Shown At 1:00. In 4 North.'
++ To Be Shown On Thursda~ At 12:00 In 4 South And At 5:001n The Oak Launse.
And To Be Shown On Frida~ At 2JOO In Roo. 114'0~ The 24th Street. BId••
*****************************************************************************-
COFFEE HOUSE PROGRAM
Coffee House Prosram Includes FREE Coffee And Donuts
All Are Invi~ed•••,
Performances Are To Be Held In The Oak Lounse On The 2nd Floor O~ Th.
Student Center Ever~ Tue5da~ At 12:30 Until 1:30
-Splat- - Modern Jazz 03/25 -Michael Gross.an + 1~
-Fast Food- - Rock I Roll ' - "qdern I Gui~ar
Lauren Shapiro - Soloist 04/1~ -O.hs~e- - A~ro-A.er.
On Pi.no - Ori.inal PoP. Traditional.Jazz
,03/11 -The Lon~ March Production -OS/06 -Jo* Le. Wilson I The




Co.edw Hour T.kes Place In Th. Oak Loun•• On The 2nd Floor Of The
S~ud.nt Center Every "onda~ At 12130 Un~il 1:30
****************************.***********.**.*••********•••**.****.*****.*••***...
WE MEET EVERY WEDNESDAY AT 4:od'p.H. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
IN JOINING THE BOARD' OR WOULD JUST LIKE TO CHECK US OUT.
COME AND VISIT. WE MEET IN ROOM 302 IN THE STUDENT CTR.
•
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collection of rock-abilly boogie
music. "Every Boy and Every
Girl" (destined to be a single)
'along with 14th Street Beai" are'
body-moving, foot-stomping
songs you're. sure [0 love. The
album ends with the beautiful
"Tonight" featuring Jonathan
Senator Gerber.
Switching to the other half of
the rock & roll world is an album
out by Bruce Cockburn. If good
acoustic music is what you're
looking for then this is it. After
listening to the entire album it is
mind boggling to think such
talented musicians could ,go
unnoticed here in the States.
"Dancing ill the Dragon's Jaws is
a totally refreshing work of art.
Bruce's music has a style all its
own. He comes from Canada
where his album is already a hit.
During his career he has been
voted as Canada's vocalist of the
year." Some highlights of this
album include "Creation
Dream," ""Hills of Morning,"
the Egyptian style music of
••Badlands Flashback," and the
reggae inspired "Wondering
where the Lions Are" which was
voted by RPM (Canada's
equivalent to Billboard) as single
of the year,
Bruce's g-Ujtar playing isn't as
quick as classicists'. and the
music isn't as loud as many
rockers or even as intricate as jazz
players, yet he has melded the
best of each style into his own and
the results are sure to please you.
High Powered
New Wave Scores
Official French entrv for Academy Award competition
as Best Foreign Film.
Directed by Claude Sautet starring Romy Schneider
© 1980 A Quartet 1Film. Incorporated ReI....
AMERICAN PREMIERE NOW,575I:FUn1()(JH.
_enue 01 the AmerIcas on57th Street 581,7360
(~=) ... it couki be yours
other and formed the New York
Dolls. who quickly became a
smash hit capturing the
imagination of audiences from
Long Island to Tokyo. The only
problem was that their first two
albums were bought by too few,
so the' members went their
separate ways. Sylvain had a full
quiver of his own songs and was
dying to play, so he hooked up
with the Criminals to help out.
They recorded 12 songs and Syl
had his first shot at producing.
The band wasn 't going £00 far so
Syl started his own label and
quickly wrote, produced and
manufactured a hit single voted
Best American 45 in England in
1978.
Now signed up with RCA
Sylvain has his own smash album.
On it he wrote nine out of the 10
songs, and one can see why so
many people consider him to be
the song and dance man of the
eighties.
The album starts off with the
up tempo "Teenage News" which
carries right on through to
"What's that Got to do with
Rock & Roll." The band includes
Bobby Blair on piano, Buzz
Verno on bass, Lee Crystal 011
drums, Johnny Rao on guitar and
Jonathan Gerber playing a mean
sax.
The album slows down a bit
with the touching "I'm So
Sorry," "Emily" and "\\'ithour
you.
, The second side i~ a classic
DisCoure:
cant. on p. 12 col. 5
contains more of his mystic poetic
with Celtic music. More than
being technically proficient, The
Merry Band have a magic
surrounding them. At first
Robin's voice might be annoying,
.but he uses it creatively and his
complete recorded output (solos
on Flying Fish, with the In-
credible String Band on Elektra)
is worth seeking out.
Jean Ritchie's Hi~~ Hills and
Mountains on Greenhays/Flying
Fish is a mixture of folk dance
tunes and trad-based songs, this
time with some California
friends. The Hot Mud Family
Live As We Know It is the first
national release by this hillbilly
bluegrass band which has
everything down right, but they
sound just a little too sterile.
Dave Bromberg does much
better in, You Should See The Rest
Of The Band on Fantasy. His
blues singing just keeps getting
better and better. and there's an
11 minute version of his concert
classic Sharon. This live version is..
very fast. though. not the slow
and slinky song 'of the carnival
, b~' Joe Leopoldi
If you're looking for a good,
high-powered rock-abilly new
wave album, Sylvain Sylvain is I
just the one. The ex-New York
Dolls guitarist's album has
everything. The album IS
produced by Tony Bongievi and
Lance Quinn, (who have also
worked with well knowns such as
the Ramones.)
After playing with some local
rock bands Sylvain later met up
with David Johansen. They were
attracted instinctively to each
~. David Bromberg
releases. June Appal is a company
special izing inAppalach ian
music, and their releases are
almost always praiseworthy. One
of the best is Earl Gilmore's From
the Depths of M)' Soul. He's a
gospel blues singer from Virginia
who sings with piano or har-
monica accompaniment. He has a
high voice like Al Green, but with
a homegrown hypnotic t errnolo.
He just might be possessed.
. When you think of Appalachia.
you think of coal mines and The)'
Can't Put 1t Back is a fine
collection of mine songs by Rick
Kirby "",d Michael Kline. These
songs remind us that folk music
.p,.
comes from the folk. This is made
even clearer by Brown.. Lung .
Cotton Mill Blues. These are
powerful songs about real life
situations. performed by people
who know what they're singing
about. Included isa booklet with
lyrics and the complete history of
child labor in the mills. (June
Appal. Box 743. Whitesburg. KY
41858)
From Chicago come some new
Flying Fish releases. Robin
Williamson and His Merry
Band's A Glint At The Kindling
Sylvain;:;>Ii~;(;
Half Speed Album Sound Twice
as Good
by Steve Koenig
As the major labels cut their
budget, staff, and' rosters, the
independents have become in-
creasingly important. Specialized
labels fill our need for a varied
repertoire. Recently. we -even
have companies offering us
technologically superior discs. ',-,'
Mobile Fideiity Sound Lab has
been releasing limited edition
reissues of rock classics. The
albums are remastered at half
speed, from the original tapes,
greatly increasing its sound
fidelity. The discs are pressed in
Japan from special vinyl, and the
proof, as always, is in the
listening. I've heard- MFSL's
Abbe)' Road and Dark Side .Of
The Moon. surely representative
of rock's finest creations.
I compared a recent U.S.
Capi tolpressi ng wit h the
rernastered disc and a British
Parlophone copy of Abbey Road.
The British and rernastered discs
were pretty close in sound quality
and clarity, although the MFSL
had a slight advantage which
presumably would show up more
clearly on better speakers. The
Parlophone had a bit more
surface noise. The Capitol disc
had brittle, noisy surfaces, and I
WaRt Y~'s" So Heavy was
especiallymuddy.
The amazing thing about the
Mobile' Fidelity discs are their
quiet surfaces.' This- was over-
whelmingly apparent in the
heartbeat fade-in of Dark Side Of
The Moon. There were two clicks
on the lead-in groove. but after
that it was absolutely silent. The
discs run for about $15 at most
audio stores. and include records
by AI Jarreau, Supertramp,
'Fleetwood Mac, etc. The Steely
Dan Ip sold out its limited run.
Now 'for the small label
. .ue £3$55 ill£.S •••eas ;0a ..WiP 514 ... 54:=:: .a'__'~~_"~'-----:I"_"-'-'••___.,-_........ - ~IIW'lIBlllll....~...._ ... ..-~~:::=!!!--.-.....~.-. -...
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"Mv Brilliant 'Career" is a
r· a ut i f'u l, t hought-p r o v o k i n g
mt'\' ie which comes to us from
/ "~'iralia where it has alreauy
3, curred several awards from the
.:, .xrralian Academy. After an
t"~'hu,iasljc reception ar the 197~
New York Film Festival. the fUm
has been released to t he public
Produced, directed and scripted
hv women, it is based on a .... Iory
w r it t e n by a l o-year-old
Australian farm girl named Mile ...
Franklin. Set in Australia in t he
late nineteenth century. it tells the
story of Sybylla, a creative. free-
spirited farm girl who surprises
her family and neighbor by her
strong determination to have a
career and life of her own in an
age where men dominated and
women were' expected 10 raise a
family and run the house. Her
mother, unable to cope "lith
Sybylla's love for the arts and
disinterest wit h life on a farm.
sends her to live with her wealrhy
grandmother on an estate in a
more established area of
Australia. Sybylla l gladly takes
advantage of I he opport unity to
expose herself 10 a richer and
more an is! ically inclined en-
v i ro nm ent , bUI once again
becomes pressured to settle down.
She finally must choose between
her desire for independence and
her love for Harry Beecham. a
wealthy landowner who un-
derstands and admires her.
Judy -Da\.is. an u n-
convent iona lly , yet st r iking ly
all r act ive young act ress is
wonderful in the role of Sybylla
and. although i he entire cast is
worth noting. she undoubtedly
steals the show. Her own spirit
and vitality help make Sybylla a
most interesting character. In one
scene, for example. she.. in a
feminine. frilly white dress and
Harry. also dressed in a white, are
floating "lowly and romantically
in a boat inthe middle of a lake
when wit h an impish look on her
face. she tills the boar, sending'
t hepair splashing into the lake, In
another scene she begins apillow
fight with Harry which rakes
(hem on a never-ending romp
through the rich, sprawling
count ryside. The pict ure-perfect
Australian countryside, vividly
capt ured on film by Don
McAlpine. not only complements
the script, bUI enriches it as well.
With its wonderful cast ,
beautiful scenery and hones I
script, it is hard 10 find anything
wrong with this film. "My
Brilliant Career" is just lhar-




Starts ever, ~unday in March
• Six Day. on I.e Beach • Five
Nights Ocean-front Lodging
• Two Poolside Bar-B-Que
Buffets • Keg Parties. Cou-
~ PO" Book • Taxes" Tip.
$99.50
SKI BREAK
Killington Ski Week. ~
• Lift tickets. lodging. Meal.
• Keg Party • Coupon Book
• Entertainment. Movie Night





Chesapeake, 4040 S. 28th St.
Arlington, Va. 22206
R...rvatlon Depoalt S40.oo
coni. from p. 11
temptress irs been in the past. By
the way. the album title refers to
Dave, who if you think he is ugly
Takemeiis . now nationally
dis~:te~~etil'ysalis.and the
first releases are from Doug Sahm
(ex-Sir Douglas Quintet) and
John. Fahey. Jo~n Fahey Visits
Waslriftgton D.C. is another
beautiful solo from the guitar
master. He weaves intricate webs
of sound where each strum
sounds like the ringing of celestial
bells.
Miles away musically are the
Art Bears, whose Winter Songs
on Ralph Records is a hybrid of
Pierro! Lunaire and Escalator
Over The Hill. The former Henry
Cow members write short Greek
style poems sung by Dagmar
Krause and it's all very weird. yet
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(HOTHEAD)
A Film by Jean-Jacques Annaud(Academy Award Winner
for "Black and White in Color") Written by Francis Veber
~~ Gaumont SFP Coproducers A Quertet I
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It looks like
the Paris Theatr,e has
an~thergreat'-"Zesty,
~ impish","Intozieat_ng",
-Kathleen Carroll.N. Y DaJIyNews ~ Cnst
-"Captivatiag,,'·~"'''''
--Jeffrey Lyons. wcss RadIo ens' wp!x·TV .' , - ....:w\iiwn WOlt. eue-:E' '
"Free-wheeHng
Frenell faree"






A LOVELY AND LYRICAL
... FILM." -Judith Crist
.. A SPECIALLY ENGROSSING, EXTREMELY
ORIGINAL FILM WHICH HAS A LASTING
ECHO THAT REMAINS IN THE MIND."
-Archer Winsten. N.Y. Post
..A FILM TO REMEMBER Always haunting and
incredibly close to home. Josephson and Melato
b"are super . -Robert Salmaggi. WINS-RadiO
-Leo Lerman. Vogue
.. 'TO FORGET VENICE' PROBES SECRET.
SENSITIVE HOLLOWS OF THE HEART. THE
LIBIDO AND IT IS ALWAYS FASCINATING."
RizzoIi film presenrs"To Forget Venice"staning Erland Josephson.
Mariangela Melato. Eleonora Giorgi. David Pontrernoli.
Fred Per.;onne. Anne ~. Armando Branda. and with Hella Petri
Directed tJy Franco Brusati Screen~ ~ Franco Brusati and Ja;a Fias1ri
"UTO FORGET VENicE~'IS A CAPTIVATING,'
ENCHANTING J=:llM."-Kathleen Carroll. NY Daily Ne"#5
~ . 1980 A au.t1e' I Films Incorporateel ........
~ .
• '-: THE LittlerarNl!lill! A ·~~:~~r:,'AOf
L'~I"\ s, (,sI 0' "" Aw~ {'(, ~I ~ J •,
Sun ·Thur, 12.2.•. 6. a. 10 Fr. ISM 1. 3.5.7.9.11
Franco Brusati'5
_70FbrgetVenice










who makes the more vulgar America is the first movie I have
scenes funny. In one scene Walter seen in a long time that is realistic.
Holmes (Deluise) throws a disco One could even compare many
party during which he hilariously of the scenes to one's own
seduces a prostitute while doing lifestyle. Disco dancing, dating.
the hustle, the Thompsons are and. divorces arevall situations
introduced-, to:· group sex, .and, ,,~y~. peCi'pl(!cqDFetlmer: at one
• .-', ....". .' " _.' __ .;t' ~-,_".,3 • _ .••• ~~"~ ........
Barbara (Valerie Harper) "gets it, time or another :
on" with a hippy freak'. This movie is one not to miss.
It is also at this party Cooper In rimes of despair due to marital
makes the realization that problems it openly shows that
"Screwing every single, divorced, love between a husband and wife
or married woman on earth cannot be dissolved b)
cannot satisfy one's desire for fashionable mishaps. Remember
love." . i the saying goes" 'til death do us
The story itself is an inspiration part" and don't confuse it with
for newlyweds. it is blunt in •• 'til divorce do us part. "
showing that while marriage is Happily married couple, are
"fun," there are crises and not endangered species bur rather
compromises to deal with and victims of a "single minded"
overcome. society who want desperately ro
The last Married Couple In be a part of the marriage scene.
""•..•.::".:
•
. formance is matched perfectly by
Ali MacGraw, who has finally
gotten a good script to work with.
The . supporting cast is just
stupendous as everyone .. is ex-
cellent. Myrna Loy as Stella. who
is the only one Max will listen to
other than himself. Keenan Wynn
who is almost as clever as Max,
and pulls the wool over his eyes.
With the sly help of Tony
Roberts, his son.
This has to be one of the most
enjoyable film in quite some time•.
as "Just Tell Me What You
Want ," gives us laughs, sex, and
personality in one 'sparkling
package.
Till Divorce Do Us Part
by Marie Manuella
In The last Married Couple in
America, George Segal and
Natalie Wood successfully prove
love is thicker than sex.
As a middle aged married
couple. the Thompsons (Segal
· ;~£UJ~~:~~.;:;~Jtf'1he
'\;..~ ~-fJ(~ _. ~
. divorce' scene. Mi'rv Cooper
(played by. Richard Benjamin)
sums it all up when he says
"··_··'Living the good life ·is living a
life without a husband or wife."
In this movie divorce is in. and
keeping up with fashion all the
Thompsons' closest freinds are
getting divorced. The question is
will this "American epidermic"
contaminate the last of the
clique-the Thompsons?
The star studded cast also
includes Valerie Harper (at her
thinnest ever) and Dom Deluise
:~:"
lives in, away from her landlord.
After Max has succeeded in
taking everything away from
Bones, the two meet in Bergdoff
Goodman 's, the classiest fighting
arena ever. Bones chases him
throughout the store, with objects
flying, and out onto 5th Ave.
where Max's driver has to pull
Bones off, in front of a hissing
N.Y. crowd.
At the same time Max must
always be looking out for his
competition, Seymour Berger
(Keenan Wynn).. and his.J)Uppet
son .Mike (Tony Roberts). The
two will do anything to get even
with Max who has despised them
forever. The ultimate insult is
when Seymour stores his wife's
ashes in a urn, he bargained away
from Max;
Alan King is absolutely
wonderful as a power-hungry
tycoon. who side hobby is taking
young girls to bed, then sending
them back to college. His per-
.Ali MacGraw's
"What You Want"
Cost is no object, money is no
problem, its yours for a price.
What you get is a sharp, and witty
comedy, "Just Tell Me What You
Want." Now playing at the
Cinema II. Murray Hill. and
Criterion theatres.
Ali MacGraw, who looks just
stunning, plays the sassy, sexy
Bones Burton. She's a
J
famous
T.V. talk show host, who's at the
height of her career. She's also in
love with Max Herschel.
. Max (Alan King) owns the
largest corporation in the world.
He has always gotten what he
wanted. up until Bones decides to
get married, to someone else.
It's here where we see the true
meaning of love, negotiation.
Max acts like a spoiled brat. who
-throws- a· tant-rum when he -can' t
stay up past his bedtime. Max
orders Stella (Myrna loy), his
right lady, to take everything
away from Bones. even if it
means buying the building she
"Brethern" : Woodward
Attacks Supreme Court
With a co-writing credit for All
The President's Men firmly
behind him, Bob Woodward has
teamed up with Scott Armstrong
to write a monumental new best-
seller which reveals for the first
time many heretofore unknown
secrets of the Warren Burger
Supreme Court. The book is
entitled. The Brethern, and it has
already caused quite an uproar in. .
political circles.
;Woodward and Armstrong
have taken out all of the stops in
this unflattering picture of our'
country's most powerful legal
body. The Chief Justice himself.
is drawn by the authors as a.
careless, disinterested man,
ignorant of many of the basic
consritutional Iaws and obsess~·... .... _. - ..
·by his ·own power. The Supreme
back with his The Spy Who Came
In From The Cold. But the
readers stick to Smiley and care
about him. No James Bond types
Carre novel feeling moody,
almost depressed, after spending
so long a period with a character
like Smiley who seems to revel in
pain and despair. The spy's life is
a lonely one asLe Carre has been
quick to point out beginning way
here. Spying is hell and Smiley
knows it. Le Carre. one of the
most talented of today's .wrirers
carr convey any emotion, location
or person, so vividly and with so
much impact that you would
swear you have lived the book
rather than read it.
'-u .
'.'
work. Entitled, The Strength of
Fields (Doubleday), this new
volume is an experimental,
colorful. sensitive, personal work
which covers a 'wide range of
subjects of interest to most
Americans. Dickey. who has
always been known as a great
individualist among modern
American poets, tries hard to
shirk literary convention to create
. strange, new styles in his poetry.
Dickey has a strong imagination
and is a wonderful image-
provoker, His poems are at times
. soft and sensitive. at times rought
and violent but never fail to evoke
strong feelings in the reader. The .
Strength of Fields may soon be
looked upon as Dickey's ultimate
The world reknowed poet. poetic creation, rivaled only by
James Dickey. a favorite among his frightening and realistic novel,
college students," has just ··Deliv~rance.. as the literary·
published a new collection of his';'" ··hig"hlighi'"(jf his career.
decide on the major con-
stitutional issues facing our
society.
The Brethren, published by
Simon and Schuster, is sure to be
a big seller and is a must read by
any serious student of political
science, or anyone who doesn't
mind becoming disillusioned, but
enlightened. about the men
behind the Supreme COUrt..
Can spy novels be taken as
serious literature? The answer is
yes when the author is John Le
Carre, the creator of the 'Iegen-
dary character George Smiley,
first Introduced in the classic
psychological thriller ]}nker,
Tailor, Soldier, Spy. Well. both
LeCarre and Smiley are at it
again in the new novel SI11i1ey's
People, puhlishedbyKnopf..
One comes away from a Le
Court is described as a group of
arbitrary justices, who are not
above using blackmail as a tool
against each other in obtaining
support for positions.
Not wishing (0 make false
accusation, Woodward and
Armstrong have done a great deal
of research, interviewing former
justices as well as some of those
presently serving, and over 170
former law clerks, In addition,
volumes of written documen-
tation in the form of memos.
notes and diaries. have helped to
make The Brethren as accurate as
possible. The authors have
prepared their material in an easy
to read and objective manner,
presenting carefully footnoted .
. facts. allowing each reader to
reach their own conclusion about'
, .. ~ ..
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DiN CARFmER'S "THE FOG" A-[IBRA HILL PRODUCTION
Starri..~ ADRIENNE BAlWU, JAMIE lEE CURTIS, JOHN HOUSEMAN
aTIflJANET lflGH as Kathy Williamsl
am starring HAL HOLBROOK as F* Mal~
PrOOtmj by lIBRA HILL Witten by .DINCARPENJER aoo lIBRA HILL DiroctOO by JlHNrARPENTER
Executive Producer CHARLES B. BLOCH an ENTERTAINMENT DISCOVERIES, INC. PRESENTATION Re8dtheBANTAIIIlook
LOAVCO EMBASSY PICTURES Release fBI' --'r.,' - 'I
CtWeAWCO ........ PlCTUllUea-> ~" _.17='~,
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of ba .... keiball and the team ....pir it
I hat exist s in the game."
"My individual goal i-, 10
st rcngt hen my overall game by
improving my dcf'en .... c. passing.
and rebounding. I want to be
co n s i d cr cd an all-round
ballplayer. not just a ....corer. ..
Dudley certainly doe.... n ': have
trouble putting the ball in the
hoop, and his coaches have cv en
said he has a chance to become a
IOOO-poinL scorer by his Junior
year-a feat rarely accomplished,
at Baruch.
Dudley was originally the
team's cent er before being
switched io forward, and then
switched again to guard. Despite
the changes in position, he leads
the team in rebounding and
minutes played, is second in
scoring and blocked shots. and
third in assists and steals.
In the CUNY Conference
Dudley is among the leaders in'
scoring, field goal percentage.
rebounding, and assists. Last year
he was voted the CUNY Rookie
of the Year.




Women's Table Tennis Final
SPRING 1980 TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE,
The Ticker needs Sports Writers
~~o~ 307-~tqdernt~e~r » :































Men's Foul Shoot ing
Coed Volleyball
Indoor Track Meet
2. 5, 10 Mile Runs
(Men-Women)







May 9 Badminton Tournament
.May,I5 Intramural Awards Ceremony






Height: 6 '4" Weight: 195 lbs.
Residence: Bronx
Hobbies: listening to music,
taking walks, relaxing at home
~'I began playing basketball at




Sick '10 l' our Stomach?
Listed bel 0\\' are the Tour-
naments scheduled for the Spring,
1980 semester and also the Free
Recreation -Time for the athletic
facilities .. All Baruch people are
invited to participate in any of"
these tournaments. Simply-come
to Room 610A, 23 St. and see
Tom Cracovia , Intramural
Director or one of the 1M Student
Aides to enter.
Pia ment Unit of the Stare
E ployrnent Service.
All hough the women are st ill
winless, many of their losses have
been close. Perhaps that elusive
initial victory will lead the way
for more.
-
The highlight of the semester
was the 1980 Mr. Baruch Contest.
A packed auditorium saw Peter
Marchelos beat Geroge Acevedo
for the coveted title. Rob Marsillo
was third; Gary Ringel, fourth:
and - Eric Parson'S, fifth'. Mar-
chelos picked up two other
trophies for Best Arms and Best
Legs. while Acevedo also won
two more for Best Back and Best
Poser. Bobby Holness won Best
Chest. The Baruch College
Cheerleaders led. off t he Program
with a special Mr. Baruch
Bodybuilding routine while the
Baruch College Dance Club
impressed with some beautifully
choreographic dance numbers.
Peter Lewison scores a touch
In the Bench Press, however,
even though he had the most
poundage in his lift, Stan was
relegated .. to second place in the
competition behind Robert
Marsillo when the numerical
adjustment, was made for the'
athlete's body weight. Marsillo
lifted 375 lbs , .
In t he Men's PaddJeball
Tournament Howard Riell
demolished Jose Rivera 15-4, 15-9
in the final. 'Mr. Riell and Mr.
Rivera outdistanced 30 male
.-Competitors. Adonis Rm. White
beat Ramon Vasquez 11-15. 15-
12. 15-7 for third place.
In the Men's Basketball
Tournament Accounts Payable,
in an argument-plagued final beat
Club N. Y. 63-61 in overtime. In
the consolation match The
Brothers easily defeated A Touch
ofClass 80-49.
Once again John English,
Baruch's Evening Division Best
Marathon Runner,' beat Anthony
Harris in the Men's Push-up
Contest. Mr. English dipped 91
times this year, 9 short of his
College record of 100.
won three out of the last five
matches. But one of those losses
allowed SMU to overcome a 8-7
Baruch lead; ending In the
resulting tie.
Industrial Commissioner Philip
Ross, head of the State Labor
Department which includes the
State Employment Service, said
these jobs are at camps
throughout the Northeast. the
bulk of them in New Yk>rk State
or Pennsylvania. There are some
2,000 sumn:!er camp jobs open,
Commissioner Ross said.
Salaries range from $250 to
$1.,000 for the season, depending
on qualifications .and the job
filled, plus room and board, he
said. There is never a 'fee charged
, '
for registration for employment





The Fall, 1979 Intramural
Program had some interesting
highlights, the most unusual of
which was Ms. Hodiah David-
son's stunning victory in the
. Men's Intramural Table Tennis
Tournament. Because of her
outstanding caliber of play.
Hodiah was allowed to enter the
men's competition and for those
who were fortunate enough to see
her sparkling smash returns in the
College Gyrn.. it was" a' sight to
behold. One would have thought.
however. that more Baruch
College women would have
shown up to cheer Ms. Davidson
on. She outlasted 34 men com-
petitors and, beat Carl Bryan 21-
10, 13-21, 21-19 in the best two
out of three semi-final match. She
ten went on to battle Thomas Tsui
in the final winning 21-17, 11-21,
21-17 to become the champion..
Carl Bryan 'beat Ng Choon for .
third olaee.
Stanley Rodgers set new
strongman records m- the
Universal Bench Press (415 lbs.)
and the Universal Overhead Press
l250Ibs.).
Summer J obs Available
Interested in being a camp
counselor this summer?
If so, you may register for this
kind of job with the New York
State Employment Service at
Baruch College's 360 Park Ave.
South Building, Room 1710,





Shelley Turner, and .Deborah
DeShong, Anderson is one of a
group of first year fencers that
coach MarylyIt-'-,~:Stet·\{ looks .
upon as the team ofth~' future.
"Although the women have the
raw talent," says coach Masiero, .
"they need to be more disciplined-
about fencing." Fencing is not
something you do once in a while.
To be good requires steady
practice-something we don't
have. "
The girls fenced powerful
--<\1. LT. first, and Baruch was,
quickly disposed of. In the second
match against SMU. Baruch fell
behind quickly but recovered wit h
strong fencing from Anderson,
Simon, and team Captain Donna
Petralia. With Anderson con-
- tributing two victories, Baruch
., ~.. . ~: ..~.:. :....\.. "-~'-- -
....
j ..... .cr•.• -.•..!..: • ;,. r~ •• ,. - •
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Bar~ch Tops Bklyn, 80-79
Statesmen win 10th, Miller 'scores 20
by Charles Gaeta --
j n perhaps t heir biggest game
to date, the Baruch men's
basketball team edged Brooklyn
College in a thriller, 80-79. The
game put Baruch (10-9) over the
.500 mark after a dismal 1-4
beginning. The victory also
assured the ream ot ItS first
w mru ng season in t he Cl,' NY
Conference. To achieve t his , i hey
had 10 beat t he firs: place CUNY
learn (Bn)l..)kIYI1 is lied \v it h Staten
Island).
As the game progressed, it
:l'tJked like Baruch would win
handilv. :\fter trailing 6-2 in the
ca:iy rn inut c-. the Statesmen took
co m rol ~)f : he game. leading by
t\\ clvc a: ['Ill.' point
ill i~_ \ iCl ory, however. would
- not come easi ly. Brooklyn. led by
guard Steve Niles. fought back to
within two, 80-7R, with three
seconds left. Their talented
forward.' Alex Lloyd. was at the
free throw line in a one-and-one
situation. He made the first one.
Then, with the score 80-79. he
missed the second shoLBrooklyn
grabbed the rebound and put it up
i n heavv tra ffie. The shot
!i.'~...••..•.•..'.: ... ::': ;:
"'--:::
··l;'·.·'····~···.':···'\. ", ""'.
bounced off the rim as time
o
.expired. Baruch was victorious!
After the game, guard Larry
Blakney of Baruch summed up
the win: "We had to play without
the big guy, Harry Fountoukidis
(out withillness), so everybody
just pulled together. WE decided
we had to do it without him, so we
worked as a team, as a unit, and
"won.
Several players made out-
standing" contributions. Roger
Miller, only a freshman, scored
20 points and played with sur-
prising poise for a rookie. "Roger
was super," says Assistant Coach
Al Ford. "He played under
control, he rebounded, he made
the right shots, and he. played the
good defense." Charles Dudley
led t he team in scoririg with 22,
and dished out for six more
baskets. The Statesmen got a
strong rebounding effort from
center Eric Covington, who also
. contributed 17 points.
With Staten Island's loss to
Lehman, Baruch is only a game
away from first place in the
CUNY C;onference. The
Statesmen are confident they can
do well in the CUNY tournament,
which begins February 18. "We
can go all the way with this,"
asserts Blakney. "We have the
talent and desire to do it."
Baruch is among the CUNY
leaders in field goal accuracy
(53070). Four players-Covington,
Dudley, Fou nt ou k idis , and
Clifford Marshall-are in the top
10 in' this category. Dudley and
Fouruoukidis rank second and
ninth, respectively, in scoring. ___
Fountoukidis also leads the
CUNY Conference in free throw
percentage (880/0). In rebouding,
Dudley is second, pulling down
almost ten boards a game.
Coach Julie Levine believes in
his players. "They have heart ,."
says the coach, "~and they hate to
lose. When' we are defeated, the
players blame it on themselves.
Ther is no talk about how good
the opponent was."
The se~son ends February 16 at
Staten Island. The Statesmen
could be on their way to a CUNY
championship. It won't be easy,
but if confidence and desi re are
any measurement, the crown just
might be theirs.
L. Blakeney goes up for 2 point
Baruch Fencers Split on Road Trip
: \.' :1,: t." : f1L" > .: I..~, r1"i '~. J. : v \. )L1 \ \ : [ !1 ~i
h~ Charles Gaeta
The 1111..'11 • s re Ill.' i 11 g tea III
rece n t l y re t u r n ed tr o m a
Masxachusen s road trip wit h a 3-2
record. Thcv defeated Queens
C,':icgl.' '20-i. SL:"-JY at Purchase
2 .3 - -+ . 3 I) d S l) U the as t c r 11
\ lasvachuscu>, (S\l U) 17-10. The
:ll'''C'' were [0 \1.1.1 .. S-Il). and
:l) S~_ Joh n ", in a close one. 12-15.
T nc I~)\,- t o \lIT \\<1" 3"
In the women's division,
freshman Felicia Anderson
helped Baruch salvage a tie
against SMU after an opening
round loss to M.I.T.
Anderson, who' had three
victories in four bouts, relies on a
strong parry to win. Along with
junior Darnley Simon,
Cont. on p. 15, col. J ,
. Baruch on the attack
a gung-ho altitude," . says the
coach ...Attendance at practice is
low; we can't compete with the
better teams if we don't show up
a: pra(tice." He did point out
that some fencers like Pagan,
Sheppard, and Mooney do attend
pract ice regularly and try hard to .
improve themselves.
success, beginning with un-
defeated teams at NYU, up to his
international triumphs which
include the Olympics and the' Pan
American Games. Because of his
past accomplishments. the coach
finds it difficult 10 accept the lack
of desire and enthusiasm shown
bv his fencers. "\Ve need spirit-
t r ibut es his SU((CSS to "good
r h y t h m and adjusting
mystra t eg ics to each opponent."
Soon after ihc MIT meet ihc
Statesmen fenced Si\IU. This time
Baruch fared better as I hey
brought down their opponent 17-
10. The foil division went 7-'2.
Peter Lewison WOI1 all three of his
bouts. while Many Me Dowell
and Jimmy Yu w crc 2-1. Yus
hot h \ icror ics were 5-0 <hut ours.
In i hc epee d iv i-i on Baruch
pre: ailed 6-3. Sheppard. Quiles.
and Dannv \ll)t'lll'Y wo n two
bout- ~'~h.'!:. Quilc- ;~~;d jus: five
[l'Lh.l1C" d~dii1"l h:jj; n: tlll,: t hrcc
boui- .
Till' Baruch <abcr J:\ i s ion was
less ma-t er tul. loxing by ~: 5-.+
ma rgi 11. Juanmarco- Pagan. in
hi" ti rxt au empt at -abcr . \\Ol1t\\O
bouts. Dennis Eddington and
Jose i\ lcrcado rook one bout
apiece.
Despite t he present winning-
record this team can do much
beuer than it has, says no less ~n
authority than the coach-.Ed
Ballinger. Mr. Ballinger's fencing
career was characterized by
\\.<1" onc-vi.icd.
B\)'-1 on j" i11-
\ 1 ! I'. ; ':1: d a: !:1 ~ .
\ l': 1~ l'a n '_·l'. .() nl , l 1h C m cr ,-' i rtJ I u-,c
~)I -ub-t iun c- n\ \lIT'" coach
r1f"L'\ cntcd a povsiblc whircwavh.
Danny Sheppard and Allen
QUlIC\. h.u h epee fl1'..'I1. were [he
UI1:~ Stat c-mcn III "':l..)I))C a\\ay
rr~H11 t hc .ma tch wi n ne rx-e--both
had 2-1 records. Sheppard. CI1-
joying a 10--+ season thus far. did
\.... hat he does be-t 10 WII1.
"Straight at t ack ing , Finesse
wasn't working so I switched to
an aggressive policy." Quiles,
fencing at 10-3 on the year, at-
.-
me
..
,: .
